
GlobalMatch is a platform that connects ambitious 
young people from the Global North and South – via 
Skype, e-mail or messenger. As a tandem partner you 
are given the opportunity to experience another cul-
ture, practice intercultural competences and get con-
tacts in a globalized world.

Our Vision is to achieve equal opportunities for every 
young person all over the world.

Our Mission is to connect ambitious young people 
from the Global South and North to share their ex-
pertise, perspectives and opportunities. This results in 
a better understanding of living realities around the 
world and ultimately cooperation at eye level.

Our Action is to match two individuals with same in-
terests, study backgrounds or complimenting skills. 
Through regular Skype calls and communication via 
e-mail or messenger the tandem works on a topic of 
their interest, project or scientific question. We offer 
intercultural training and an introduction to postcolo-
nial debates by giving online-lectures to our tandem 
partners.

“Each GlobalMatch is different, based on individual in-
terests and wishes of both partners. Sometimes some-
one from Germany is able to structure the ideas of his 
tandem partner from the Global South. Or it is the other 
way around and someone from the Global South gives 
his partner important insights for a project or univer-
sity thesis. In some cases the tandem partnership even 
leads to a physical meeting, for example when Sharon 
from Uganda helps Susan from Germany to arrange an 
internship in Africa. What all tandem partnerships have 
in common is the beginning of an international friend-
ship and personality growth for both sides.”
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GlobalMatch is a platform that connects ambitious 
young people from the Global North and South – via 
Skype, e-mail or messenger. As a tandem partner you 
are given the opportunity to experience another cul-
ture, practice intercultural competences and get con-
tacts in a globalized world.

Our Vision is to achieve equal opportunities for every 
young person all over the world.

Our Mission is to connect ambitious young people 
from the Global South and North to share their ex-
pertise, perspectives and opportunities. This results in 
a better understanding of living realities around the 
world and ultimately cooperation at eye level.

Our Action is to match two individuals with same in-
terests, study backgrounds or complimenting skills. 
Through regular Skype calls and communication via 
e-mail or messenger the tandem works on a topic of 
their interest, project or scientific question. We offer 
intercultural training and an introduction to postcolo-
nial debates by giving online-lectures to our tandem 
partners.

“Each GlobalMatch is different, based on individual in-
terests and wishes of both partners. Sometimes some-
one from Germany is able to structure the ideas of his 
tandem partner from the Global South. Or it is the other 
way around and someone from the Global South gives 
his partner important insights for a project or univer-
sity thesis. In some cases the tandem partnership even 
leads to a physical meeting, for example when Sharon 
from Uganda helps Susan from Germany to arrange an 
internship in Africa. What all tandem partnerships have 
in common is the beginning of an international friend-
ship and personality growth for both sides.”
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GlobalMatch is a platform that connects ambitious 
young people from the Global North and South – via 
Skype, e-mail or messenger. As a tandem partner you 
are given the opportunity to experience another cul-
ture, practice intercultural competences and get con-
tacts in a globalized world.

Our Vision is to achieve equal opportunities for every 
young person all over the world.

Our Mission is to connect ambitious young people 
from the Global South and North to share their ex-
pertise, perspectives and opportunities. This results in 
a better understanding of living realities around the 
world and ultimately cooperation at eye level.

Our Action is to match two individuals with same in-
terests, study backgrounds or complimenting skills. 
Through regular Skype calls and communication via 
e-mail or messenger the tandem works on a topic of 
their interest, project or scientific question. We offer 
intercultural training and an introduction to postcolo-
nial debates by giving online-lectures to our tandem 
partners.

“Each GlobalMatch is different, based on individual in-
terests and wishes of both partners. Sometimes some-
one from Germany is able to structure the ideas of his 
tandem partner from the Global South. Or it is the other 
way around and someone from the Global South gives 
his partner important insights for a project or univer-
sity thesis. In some cases the tandem partnership even 
leads to a physical meeting, for example when Sharon 
from Uganda helps Susan from Germany to arrange an 
internship in Africa. What all tandem partnerships have 
in common is the beginning of an international friend-
ship and personality growth for both sides.”
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tacts in a globalized world.

Our Vision is to achieve equal opportunities for every 
young person all over the world.

Our Mission is to connect ambitious young people 
from the Global South and North to share their ex-
pertise, perspectives and opportunities. This results in 
a better understanding of living realities around the 
world and ultimately cooperation at eye level.

Our Action is to match two individuals with same in-
terests, study backgrounds or complimenting skills. 
Through regular Skype calls and communication via 
e-mail or messenger the tandem works on a topic of 
their interest, project or scientific question. We offer 
intercultural training and an introduction to postcolo-
nial debates by giving online-lectures to our tandem 
partners.

“Each GlobalMatch is different, based on individual in-
terests and wishes of both partners. Sometimes some-
one from Germany is able to structure the ideas of his 
tandem partner from the Global South. Or it is the other 
way around and someone from the Global South gives 
his partner important insights for a project or univer-
sity thesis. In some cases the tandem partnership even 
leads to a physical meeting, for example when Sharon 
from Uganda helps Susan from Germany to arrange an 
internship in Africa. What all tandem partnerships have 
in common is the beginning of an international friend-
ship and personality growth for both sides.”
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